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Abstract - A data mining procedure for automatic determination extension of the classical artificial intelligence concept of de-
of fuzzy decision tree structure using a genetic program is dis- cision trees. The nodes of the tree of degree one, the leaf
cussed. A genetic program is an algorithm that evolves other nodes, are labeled with what are referred to as root concepts.
algorithms or mathematical expressions. Methods of accelerating Nodes of degree greater than unity are labeled with composite
convergence of the data mining procedure including a new inno-
vation based on computer algebra are examined. Experimental c e, i.e., conepcotres dmfir tEa root con
results related to using computer algebra are given. Compari- [4,5 usin logca cem ctiv nmodifiers . Eachr
sons between trees created using a genetic program and those cept has a fuzzy membership function assigned to it. Each
constructed solely by interviewing experts are made. A genetic root concept membership function has parameters to be de-
program evolved tree is shown to be superior to one created by termined. For the EARM the parameters were determined by
hand using expertise alone. Finally, additional methods that have genetic algorithm based optimization [5, 6]. For the UAVRM
been used to validate the data mining algorithm are discussed. the parameters were set based on expertise.

The EARM resource manager is made up of four decision
I. INTRODUCTION trees, the isolated platform decision tree (IPDT), the multi-

platform decision tree (MPDT), the fuzzy parameter selection
Two fuzzy logic based resource managers (RMs) have tree and the fuzzy strategy tree. The IPDT provides a fuzzy

been developed that automatically allocate resources in real- decision tree that allows an individual agent to respond to a
time. Both RMs were evolved by genetic programs (GPs). threat [1, 5]. The other decision trees are discussed in the lit-
The GPs were used as data mining functions. Both RMs have erature.
been subjected to a significant number of verification experi- The UAVRM consists of three fuzzy decision trees. Only
ments. the creation of the AUP tree by a GP will be considered in this

The first to be discussed is an RM that allocates electronic paper. The AUP tree gets its name from its function, which is
(EA) resources in real-time over very general platforms [1]. to "Assign UAVs to Paths" (AUP). The AUP tree makes use
This RM is referred to as the EARM. The EARM is designed of the Risk tree which is discussed in the literature [7].
to work in many different environments and to be effective To be consistent with terminology used in artificial intel-
against very general enemies. ligence and complexity theory [8], the term "agent" will some-

The second RM that will be considered automatically al- times be used to mean platform. Finally, the terms "blue" and
locates unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that will ultimately "red" will refer to "agents" on opposite sides of a conflict, i.e.,
measure atmospheric properties in a cooperative fashion with- the blue side and the red side.
out human intervention. This RM will be referred to as the
UAVRM. It consists of a pre-mission planning algorithm and III. DISCOVERING THE IPTD FuzzY DECISION TREE' S STRUC
a real-time control algorithm that runs on each UAV during TURE USING A GENETIC PROGRAM
the mission allowing the UAVs to automatically cooperate. The IPDT allows a blue agent that is alone or isolated to

Section II provides an overview of the two RMs to be determine the intent of a detected agent. It does this by proc-
considered. Section III describes the creation of the EARM's essing data measured by the sensors. Even when an incoming
isolated platform decision tree using a GP as a data mining agent's ID is very uncertain, the IPDT can still establish intent
function. Section IV discusses methods of validating data based on kinematics. When faced with multiple incoming
mining results for the EARM. Section V examines how a agents the IPDT can establish a queue of which agents to at-
fuzzy decision tree for the UAVRM was created through GP tack first. Various subtrees of the IPDT have been discussed
based data mining. Section VI considers the validation of the extensively in the past [1, 5].
data mining results described in section V. Finally, section Data mining is the efficient extraction of valuable non-
VII provides a summary. obvious information embedded in a large quantity of data [9].

II. Overview of the Resource Managers Data mining consists of three steps: the construction of a data-
base that represents truth; the calling of the data mining func-

The particular approach to fuzzy logic used by the RM\s is tion to extract the valuable information, e.g., a clustering algo-
the fuzzy decision tree [2, 3]. The fuzzy decision tree is an rithm, neural net, genetic algorithm, genetic program, etc; and
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finally determining the value of the information extracted in
the second step, this generally involves visualization. fitness (i) g(i,ndb,ntime 1 )- a (i) (8)

In a previous paper a genetic algorithm (GA) was used as
a data mining function to determine parameters for fuzzy with
membership functions [5]. Here, a different data mining func-
tion, a genetic program (GP) [10] is used. A genetic program
is a problem independent method for automatically evolving g(i, ndb, ntime, zJ)
computer programs or mathematical expressions.

The GP data mines fuzzy decision tree structure, i.e., how
vertices and edges are connected and labeled in a fuzzy deci- 1 Ydb

g
t(time (9)

sion tree. The GP mines the information from a database con- n End j=gp(,ktk,=i>jUexpert(tk,Ci) L)
sisting of military scenarios. Whereas, the GA based data time db k
mining procedures determine the parameters of and hence the
form of fuzzy membership functions, the GP based procedure where the ti isthe basice ftnesedis the uth element of
actually data mines fuzzy if-then rules. GP based data mining the database; tk is the knh time step; cdb is the number of ele-
will be applied to the construction of the IPDT. ments in the database; ntime is the number of time steps; t is

To use the genetic program it is necessary to construct the tolerance; fugri,the) is the output ofthe fuzzy decision tree
terminal and function sets relevant to the problem. The termi- created by the GP for the ith element ofthe population for time
nal set used for construction of subtrees of the IPDT is given step tk and database element ej; PUexpert(tl,e) is an expert's esti-
below. mate as to what the fuzzy decision tree should yield as output

for time step tk and database element ej; oc is the parsimonyT={close, heading in, elevation, ranging, banking, ele- (1) coefficient; 1(i) is the length of the ith element of the popula-
vating, interaction, friend, lethal, uncertain, marginal- tion, i.e., the number of nodes in the fuzzy decision tree corre-
ID}. sponding to the ith element; and x(t) is the Heaviside step func-
The elements of this terminal set are fuzzy root concepts that tion, which is unity for t . 0 and zero otherwise.
are explained in the literature [5]. Observe, that the form of (8, 9) reflects that the expert's

The function set, F, consists of the logical operations of estimate, Puexpert(tk,e) is uncertain, and need only be repro-
"AND" and "OR" as well as the logical modifier "NOT," i.e., duced within a tolerance, t. Also, to increase the robustness

F={AND1, ORI, AND2, OR2, NOT}. (2) of the GP created tree, the fitness of the fuzzy decision tree
used by the GP is found by averaging over time and the data-

More than one form of AND and OR appear in (2), i.e., base.
ANDI, AND2, ORI, OR2, etc., because fuzzy logic allows The parsimony pressure, oc * I (i), appearing on the right-
more than one mathematical form for AND and OR. hand-side of (9) provides a penalty that reduces the ith popula-

Let A and B represent fuzzy membership functions then tion element's fitness if it is longer than needed. Thus given
elements of the function set are defined as two trees that are both effective, the smaller tree will have the

higher fitness. This provides a computational implementation
ANDJ(A, B) = min(A, B); (3) of Occam's razor [11].

It is observed when using GPs that candidate solutions
increase significantly in length during the evolutionary proc-

ORJ(A,B) = max(A,B) (4) ess. It is an empirically observed rule [12] that for every 50
generations, trees will grow by a factor of three in length.
Many adhoc procedures have been developed to control this

AND2(A,B) = A B; (5) aspect [12-13], e.g., parsimony pressure described above,
Koza depth limits, tournaments, etc. These procedures have
the problem that they can prune away parts of a decision tree
useful during low probability events.

OR2(A, B) = A + B - A B; (6) When mathematical expressions are constructed by a GP
that reproduce the entries in a database within some tolerance,
the process is referred to as symbolic regression [12]. It is

and found in symbolic regression that candidate solutions are fre-
quently not in algebraic simplest form and this is the major
source of their excess length. When candidate solutions are

NOT(A) = 1- A . (7) too long this is referred to as bloat.
A simple method of reducing length of candidate solu-

The fitness function for data mining the IPDT subtree is tions that are mathematical expressions is to introduce com-
puter algebra for automated simplification. This results in not
only simpler solutions, but also the GP converges more rap-
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idly and its CPU time requirements are reduced. This is de- The scenario generator (SG) game simulation is described
scribed in greater detail in section V.H. in detail elsewhere [5,13]. So only a quick summary will be

The GPs applied in both the RM examples of this paper given here. The SG allows the creation of a very general digi-
use the following three common termination criteria: the fit- tal simulation environment that may have a map with desert,
ness has reached a certain value; the fitness has not improved forest, jungle, urban areas, and water. Very general blue
in a certain number of generations, or a maximum number of agents, i.e., the defending platforms each one of which runs its
generations has been reached. own copy of the EARM can be placed within the environment.

Fig. 1 depicts the IPDT subtree evolved by using GP The agents can be ships, planes, helicopters, soldiers, decoys,
based data mining. This subtree was originally drawn based etc. The SG allows the agents to be equipped with very gen-
on experts' intuition [5,13]. The fact that the GP was able to eral sensors, weapons, etc. Likewise, the SG allows very gen-
evolve a tree already known based on interviewing experts is a eral red agents to be created and well equipped. The SG has
form of validation for the GP based procedure. two modes of operation, computer vs. computer (CVC) mode,

In Fig. 1, the mathematical forms of the logical connec- and human vs. computer mode (HVC). In both modes each
tives label each vertex and a circle on an edge denotes the blue agent has its own copy of the EARM. The blue agent's
logical modifier, "NOT." The fuzzy concepts, labeling each EARM exercises all control functions over that agent and only
box, are described in detail in the literature [5,13]. that agent. In CVC mode each red agent is controlled by its

This subtree of the IPDT has been rediscovered by data own computerized logic different from the EARM. In HVC
mining a database of military scenarios using a GP. Other mode, a human expert controls one red agent per time step
more sophisticated trees have been discovered by GP based through a GUI. The human player can select a different red
data mining, but this simple tree is considered here to illustrate agent each time step to control. Those red agents not under
the process. The GP in many different runs was successful in human control run under computer logic as in CVC mode.
constructing this subtree as expected, however, it did not al- Many different conflicts can be simulated using the SG, the
ways construct the same tree. The concept on the right-hand- results are stored in a database and also a computer movie.
side of the tree labeled "status" is a placeholder. In some trees Human experts have evaluated many of the computer movies
constructed by the GP, its value was "not a friend" in others and agreed on the excellent decisions made by the decision
"status" took the value "lethal." The value "lethal" was origi- tree of Fig. 1.
nally proposed by experts, but has proven to be less effective Evaluation using a hardware simulator (HS) is similar to
than the GP suggested value of "not a friend." the work done with the SG, but in this case the digitally simu-

lated radars, communication systems, and sensor displays of
the SG are replaced with real hardware systems. In this appli-

MAX
3cation the RM is used as a controller on the HS, allowing
evaluation of the RM. As in the previous approach to valida-

N
/ltion, experts concluded that the decision tree of Fig. 1 made

excellent decisions during the HS test.
/MAXI MAX\/MAXI MIN\ The final contribution to the validation effort consists of

u s c-~\ 2gi X comparing decision trees created through data mining to those
designed solely using rules obtained by interviewing experts.
As discussed in the previous section the GP is able to recreate
the IPDT subtree found through consulting with experts to
acquire "if-then" rules. However, as stated above, the GP

HISMIDFS Edoes not always reproduce the known tree. In the case of the
IPDT, the second tree created through data mining is arguably

Figure 1: The IPDT where A="attacking," I="interaction," superior to the one arising from "if-then" rules provided by
D="dangerous," U="uncertain," S="status," C="close," experts. It is useful to be able to recreate known decision
HIA="heading-in-attack," Hl="heading-in," trees, this establishes confidence in the data mining process.
MID="marginal-ID," F="friend," E="elevation," The most important ability of the GP based data mining pro-
EIA="elevated attack." cedure is to be able to construct decision trees for situations

IV. EVALUATION OF THE DATA MINED IPDT SUBTREE for which human expertise is not available.

Three different approaches for the validation of the data V. GP Creation ofthe AUP Tree
mined decision trees are discussed in this section. These ap-
proaches are the evaluation of the EARM within a digital The previous two sections concentrated on how the GP
game environment [5,13]; testing the EARM using a hardware was used to evolve a subtree of the IPDT of the EARM. This
simulator; and comparing the decision trees obtained through section will emphasize using the GP as a data mining function
data mining to similar ones created solely through interview- to automatically create the AUP tree of the UAVRM\.
wing experts.
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A. Motivationfor the AUP Tree The concept "fast" relates to how fast the UAV is and
Knowledge of meteorological properties is fundamental to builds in measures of the UAV's reliability estimates as well

many decision processes. The UAVRM enables a team of as its risk tolerance and the mission's priority.
UAVs to cooperate and support each other as they measure The rightmost concept is "low risk." It quantifies experts'
atmospheric meteorological properties in real-time. Each opinions about how risky the mission is. It takes a value of
UAV has onboard its own fuzzy logic based real-time control one for low risk missions and a value near zero for high risk
algorithm. The control algorithm renders each UAV fully missions.
autonomous; no human intervention is necessary. The control These four fuzzy root concepts are combined through
algorithm aboard each UAV will allow it to determine its own logical connectives to give the composite concept "VMR."
course, change course to avoid danger, sample phenomena of Each vertex of the "VMR" tree uses a form of "AND" as a
interest that were not preplanned, and cooperate with other logical connective. In fuzzy logic, logical connectives can
UAVs. have more than one mathematical form. Based on expertise it

The UAVRM determines the minimum number of UAVs was useful to allow two types of ANDs to be used. The two
required for the sampling mission. It also determines which mathematical forms ofAND used are the "min" operator and
points are to be sampled and which UAVs will do the sam- the algebraic product denoted in Fig. 2 as "AND2." When a
pling. To do this, both in the planning and control stages it "min" appears on a vertex then the resulting composite con-
must solve an optimization problem to determine the various cept arises from taking the minimum between the two root
paths that must be flown. Once these paths are determined the concepts connected by the "min." When an "AND2" appears
UAVRM uses the AUP fuzzy decision tree to assign UAVs to it means that the resulting composite concept is the product of
the paths. the fuzzy membership functions for the two concepts con-

nected by the AND2.
B. Structure ofthe AUP Tree and Its Subtrees The final subtree of AUP that needs to be described is

The AUP fuzzy decision tree is displayed in Fig. 2. The RMP. The RMP tree appears twice on the AUP tree. RMP
various fuzzy root concepts make up the leaves of the tree, i.e., consists of a "min" operation between three fuzzy concepts.
those vertices of degree one. The vertices of degree higher These concepts are "sr" which refers to an expert's estimate of
than one are composite concepts. the sensor reliability, "nsr" which refers to an expert's esti-

Starting from the bottom left of Fig. 2 and moving to the mate of the non-sensor system reliability and "MP" a fuzzy
right, the fuzzy concepts "risk-tol," "value", "fast," and "low concept expressing the mission's priority.
risk," are encountered. The fuzzy concept "risk-tol" refers to The AUP tree is observed to consist of the VMR subtree
an individual UAV's risk tolerance. This is a number assigned and two copies of the RMP subtree with AND2 logical con-
by an expert indicating the degree of risk the UAV may toler- nectives at each vertex. These fuzzy concepts and their related
ate. A low value near zero implies little risk tolerance, fuzzy membership functions are explained in much greater
whereas, a high value near one implies the UAV can be sub- detail in [7]. Additional explanations and motivation for the
jected to significant risk. work can be found in [14].

The concept "value" is a number between zero and one The next few subsections will develop the terminal set,
indicating the relative value of a UAV as measured against the function set, and fitness functions necessary for the GP to be
other UAVs flying the mission. The concept "value" changes used as a data mining function to automatically create the
from mission to mission depending on which UAVs are fly- AUP tree.
ing.

AUP C. The CFG's Terminal Set and Function Set for Creating
AUP

The terminal set used to evolve the AUP consisted of the
root concepts from the AUP tree and their complements, i.e.,

Lt|RMP the terminal set T is given by

SR NSR MP V R NSR T={risk-tol, value, fast, low-risk, sr, nsr, MP, not-risk- (10)
tol, not-valuable, not-fast, not-low-risk, not-sr, not-nsr,
not-MP}.

Let the corresponding fuzzy membership functions be
AND2 denoted as

FRISK-TOL VALUE FAST FLOW-RISK {rilsk-tol,'Ivalue,'ffast, IUlow-risk Asr Ansr'

Figure 2: The AUP subtree for the UAVRM\4 AMAo-iktl'io vaube ntfs' 11
Anot-low-risk' filot-sr Anot-nsr ' Anot-MP }
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By including in the terminal set a terminal and its comple- rule fitness is sufficiently high is its input-output fitness calcu-
ment, e.g., "risk-tol," and "not-risk-tol"; "value" and "not- lated. The use of the rule-fitness helps guide the GP toward a
valuable"; etc., it is found that bloat is less and convergence of solution that will be consistent with expert rules. Also the use
the GP is accelerated. This is a recent innovation which was of the rule fitness reduces the number oftimes the IO fitness is
not used when the IPDT was evolved using a GP. Additional calculated reducing the run time of the GP.
bloat control procedures are described below.

The mathematical form of the complement whether it F. Rule Fitness and Fuzzy Rules to Accelerate Convergence
appears in the terminal set or is prefixed with a "NOT" logical After some preliminary definitions of crisp and fuzzy rela-
modifier from the function set is one minus the membership tions, a set of crisp and fuzzy rules that were used to help ac-
function. To make this more explicit celerate the GP's creation ofthe VMR subtree are given.

Let T be a fuzzy decision tree that represents a version of
the VMR subtree, that is to be evolved by a genetic program

AUNOT(A) = AUnot-A = 1-UA (12) (GP). Let A and B be fuzzy concepts. Then let
Yshare(T, A, B) = 1 if A and B share a logical connective de-

where NOT(A) refers to the application of the logical modifier noted as C and Yshare(T, A, B) = 0, otherwise.
NOT from the function set to the fuzzy concept A from the Furthermore, define the fuzzy relation
terminal set. The notation, not-A refers to the terminal which
is the complement of the terminal A.

The function set, denoted as F, consists of 0.4 if C=AND1 or AND2
Acomr(T,A,B,C)= 0.1 if C = OR1 or OR2 (15)

F={AND1, ORI, AND2, OR2, NOT} (13) L0, otherwise

where the elements of (13) are defined in (3-7).
The following rules were used to accelerate the GP's conver-

D. The Database to be Data Mined gence and to help produce a result consistent with human ex-
The database to be data mined is a scenario database like pertise.

that described for the evolution of the IPDT. In this instance
scenarios are characterized by values of the fuzzy membership RI. "not-valuable" and "risk-tol" must share a logical connec-
functions for the elements of the terminal set plus a number tive, denoted as C1, i.e., it is desired that
from zero to one indicating the expert's opinion about the Yshare(T, not - valuable, risk - tol) = 1
value of the fuzzy membership function for AUP for that sce-
nario. R2. "not-valuable" and "risk-tol" strongly influence each

E. The Fitness Function other, so they should be connected by ANDI or AND2. So it

The input-output fitness for mining the scenario database is desired that Acom(T, not - valuable, risk - tol, C = .4
takes the form

R3. "fast" and "low-risk" have an affinity for each other.
They should share a logical connective, denoted as C2, i.e., it

f/o (in ndb) + db (14 is desired that rshare (T, fast, low-risk) = 1

1 =lgp (i,ej)-Cexpert(ej) R4. The fuzzy root concepts "fast" and "low-risk" strongly
influence each other, so they should be connected by ANDI or

ejth *AND2. So it is desired that AClorn (T, fast, low - risk, C2) = .4 .where e, is thej element of the database; ndb is the number of
elements in the database; u,J(e) is the output of the fuzzy de-
cision tree created by the GP for the ith element of the popula- R5. There is an affinity between the fuzzy root concepts
tion for database element e; and ,uexpe(eJ) is an expert's esti- C1 (not - valuable, risk - tol) and C2 (fast, low - risk), they
mate as to what the fuzzy decision tree should yield as output are connected by a logical connective denoted as C3, i.e., it is
for database element ej. desired that,

The AUP tree is evolved in three steps. The first step
involves evolving the VMR subtree; the second step, the RMP yshare (T, C1 (not - valuable, risk - tol), C2 (fast, low - risk)) = 1
subtree and the final step, the full AUP tree. In the second and
third steps, i.e., evolving the RM\4P subtree and full AUP tree R
from the RM\P and VMR subtrees, only the input-output (IO) C1 (no .aube ik-tl n 2 fs,lwrs)srnl
fitness in (14) is calculated.Clno-vaube sk-tl)adC(fs,1w-rs )togy

When evolving the VMR subtree a rule-fitness is calcu- influence each other so it is desired that
lated for each candidate solution. Only when the candidate's
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Acom(T, C1 (not - valuable, risk - tol), One routine simplifies expressions of the form
low-risk), C3 44 NOT(NOT(A)) = A. This can be more complicated than it

Chtfast, l
initially appears, since the NOT logical modifiers can be sepa-

R7h. Thae elements of D Tnot-valuable, risk-tol, fast, low-risk} rated on the fuzzy decision tree.
should appear on the tree T at least once, i.e., Another simplification procedure consists of eliminating

redundant terminals connected by an AND1 logical connec-
(T) =1 if D's elements present tive. An example ofthis is AND] (A,A) =A.

P4C lo otherwise Like the case with the logical modifier NOT there can be
a separation between the ANDIs and the terminals that add

R8. The elements ofD should probably appear only once. complexity to the simplification operation.
The third algebraic simplification example is like the sec-

ond. It involves simplifying terminals connected by ORI s.
.6,n f appear only once Like AND1, separation between terminals and ORI can in-

(T)- .2, if any appear twice crease the complexity ofthe operation.
A4ClT (T- .1, If any appear 22 times VI. EVALUATION OF THE AUP TREE

0, otherwise
The AUP tree has been the subject of many experimental

tests and has been very successful in producing expected re-
The rule-fitness (RF), denoted as ,uRF (T) is defined to be sults. Some of these tests are described in [7]. Additional

tests are described in [14]. The test in [14] were actually con-

1 [Oshare not - valuable, risk -
ducted using an AUP decision rule as opposed to the GP

,AR (T) --[(. har(T, t-valuablerisk-tol)+ evolved decision tree. The decision rule was constructed by8
gcmT,no vlubl,risk - tol,CX+ hand using human expertise. It is possible through a mathe-

Acoarn (T,nost, valuable, -rismatical transformation to obtain the AUP decision tree from
Yshare (T, fast,low-risk)+ the AUP decision rule. When the AUP decision rule or deci-
Acorn (T, fast, low - risk, C2)+ sion tree are applied to the same experiments, the expected
Yshare (T, C1 (not - valuable, risk - tol), C2 (fast, low - risk))+ results are obtained. Finally, both the AUP decision rule and

decision tree have shown excellent performance in all experi-
AcoM (T, C1 (not - valuable, risk - tol), ments conducted to date.

C2 (fast,low- risk),C3 )+A4C(T)+A4C1T(T)] VIIi. SUMMARY

C. Tournament Selection A genetic program (GP) has been used as a data mining
The GP program uses tournament selection [12] to accel- (DM) function to automatically create decision logic for two

erate convergence and as one method of dealing with bloat different resource managers (RMs). One RM referred to as

control. In tournament selection, the population is partitioned the EARM, automatically allocates electronic attack (EA) re-

into tournament subpopulations (TPs). For each TP, the sub- sources distributed over different platforms. The second RM,
set of maximum fitness chromosomes (SMFC) is found. If the referred to as the UAVRM, automatically controls a group of

SMFC has one element then that chromosome is the winner of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that are cooperatively mak-
the tournament for that TP. If SMFC has more than one ele- ing atmospheric measurements.
ment then the subset of minimum depth chromosomes DM procedures that use a GP as a data mining function
(SMDC) is selected from SMFC. If SMDC has only one ele- are described for both RMs. The resulting decision logic for
ment then it is the winner of the tourament for that TP, oth- the RMs is rendered in the form of fuzzy decision trees. The

erwisea chromosome is selected from the SMDC at random to different fitness functions, bloat control methods, data bases,erwise a chromosome iS selected from the SMDC at random to
be the TP's winner. etc., for the two RMs are described. Innovative bloat control

methods using computer algebra based simplification are

H ComputerAlgebra given. A set of fuzzy rules used by the GP to help accelerate
In the preceding sections bloat has been controlled using convergence of the GP and improve the quality of the result

are provided. For both RMs experimental methods of validat-adhoc procedures based on tree depth and parsimony pressure.
Most of the bloat in evolving mathematical expressions with a ing the decision logic evolved by the RMs are referenced to

GP arises from the expressions not being in algebraic simplest support the effectiveness of the data mined results.
form [12]. With that observation in mind computer algebra REFERENCES
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